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Abstract 

Moral Foundations Theory proposes that there are five moral frameworks through which 

individuals view their world from: care/harm principles, fairness/cheating principles, 

loyalty/betrayal principles, sanctity/degradation principles, and authority/subversion principles. 

Research has shown that liberals are more likely to both endorse and utilize moral arguments that 

are based on the principles of care/harm and fairness/cheating, whereas conservatives are more 

likely to endorse and utilize moral arguments that are based on the remaining three principles. 

The current study analyzed the impact that moral framing could have on individuals who self-

identified as either liberal or conservative in relation to mask-wearing and the COVID-19 

pandemic. Participants were asked to complete a questionnaire assessing perceptions of COVID-

19 regarding individual concern and perceived threat of the virus. Participants were then asked to 

complete the right-wing authoritarianism scale as well as the social dominance orientation scale 

to assess participant’s leanings. Participants were then shown one of three messages regarding 

COVID-19, framed in either a harm avoidance and fairness moral framework or purity and in-

group loyalty moral framework. Participant’s level of persuasion was then assessed, by assessing 

how often participants intend to wear a mask and how likely participants would be to support a 

national mask mandate. Results of this study will contribute to previous research that shows 

moral framing of statements can influence persuasion among a population that might not be 

likely to support it.  
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Process Analysis Statement 

 When I first joined the Honors College as a freshman, I always looked forward to the 

process of completing my undergraduate thesis. Being a psychological science major, the ability 

to plan and craft my own research study under the guidance of a professor intrigued me. I knew 

that I would want to focus on a topic of research that was interesting to me but could also be used 

to help society in some potential way. I began crafting my thesis idea during the spring semester 

of my junior year, weeks after campus had shut down and COVID-19 had forced the entire world 

to take a pause. Many students returned to their hometowns, so I went home to Fort Wayne for 

the remainder of the semester.  

With the impending 2020 elections and the continued havoc that COVID-19 was 

wrecking on society, I began to become very interested in politics. I noticed that during 

Presidential Press Conferences, President Trump and his colleagues used certain words and 

phrases that their Democrat colleagues were not using. I noticed this trend on Twitter as well, 

noting the difference in statements and language used between Democrat and Republican 

politicians. What was the basis of this difference in language? How did this dichotomy influence 

voters and their own belief systems? How do personality types and different measures predict 

behavior? Is there a way that a Democratic politician could use traditionally Republican rhetoric 

and phrases in order to influence Republican voters? How could these ideas be applied to 

COVID-19? 

 These questions became the foundation of which I built my research project. I originally 

sought to study whether persuasion in individuals could increase due to a language shift that 

might speak more to their political and moral values. I first began by researching different 

personality scales like Right Wing Authoritarianism (Zakrisson, 2005) and Social Dominance 
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Orientation (Pratto, et al. 1994) which have both been correlated with more conservative ideals. I 

was intrigued by the language used within these scales and wondered whether it was the 

language within the questionaries that correlated with conservative ideals or if there was some 

other factor. How did language impact one’s personal political identification?  

I think began to research the implications of morality and why individuals cared so much 

about certain political topics and not for others. What moral basis were liberal individuals more 

likely to advocate for and base their opinions on? What moral basis did conservatives believe in? 

Moral Foundations Theory as proposed by Graham et al. in 2013 laid out the groundwork for 

this, stating that liberal and conservative individuals typically base their moral arguments off five 

basic moral arguments, which is explained in further detail within the literature review. How 

could politicians be able to use this knowledge of Moral Foundations Theory to cater messages 

and messages towards certain groups? Additionally, I was interested to see if this theory could be 

used in relation to enacting positive social change but had still not narrowed down what “positive 

social change” I wanted to target.  

After further research, it became apparent that the basis of Moral Foundations Theory 

(Graham, et al. 2013) in conjunction with research relating to the efficacy of moral reframing 

(Feinberg & Willer, 2015) provided concrete evidence that this could be done. In their research, 

Feinberg & Willer (2015) crafted messages about typically liberal social issues in terms of 

conservative values and found that conservatives were more likely to support these issues. They 

found the converse was true as well, lending credence to my original research idea that 

increasing persuasion among a group is possible if framed in terms of their own values.  

I originally was not sure which “political topic” I wanted to manipulate to produce this 

hypothesized change. Given the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic and the increasing number 
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of deaths and hospitalizations due to the virus, I decided to study how persuasion could be 

increased regarding mask wearing. After further research on Moral Foundations Theory as well 

as liberal and conservative ideology, I found the Moral Foundations Dictionary, which provided 

a list of words and phrases used for each moral frame. I used this dictionary to craft three 

specific messages about how individuals should wear a mask in order to lessen the rate of 

transmission of COVID-19. One message utilized words that aligned with “liberal” values, 

whereas the other message utilized words aligned with “conservative” values. A control message 

was included using neutral words. To test for persuasion, participants were asked a series of 

questions following the message about how persuasive they found the message to be, and 

statistical results were analyzed accordingly.  

I settled on “mask-wearing during the COVID-19 pandemic” as the political topic I 

wanted to study because of the potency of the COVID-19 pandemic. Over 32 million Americans 

have been infected with the virus, and over 500,000 citizens have lost their lives because of it. 

Simply put, this could have been avoided. At the time I began to brainstorm topics for this thesis, 

mask-wearing was not widespread, and a mask mandate was not yet in place. Wearing a mask 

has been consistently shown time and time again through multiple scientific outlets to be a safe 

and effective way to stop the spread of the virus, which made it a very promising topic to study 

the effect of moral reframing on. Incorporating mask wearing allowed us to return to campus, 

shop again in public, and return to a slight sense of normalcy. Sadly, mask-wearing was not 

taken seriously for a very long time by specific groups in our society which resulted in the 

unnecessary spread of the virus and subsequent deaths. My goal with this research was to 

contribute to the literature on moral reframing and help elucidate its efficacy regarding mask 

wearing the COVID-19 pandemic. The results of this study could be utilized by politicians to 
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increase persuasion for mask wearing, and potentially other issues like receiving the COVID 

vaccine, gun reform, immigration, and racial injustice.    
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COVID-19 and Mask Wearing Support 

Using Moral Psychological Framework to Influence Persuasion  

The COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly changed the way we live our lives and will 

continue to impact our daily lives and society for at least another year. Globally, we have been 

forced to adapt to a new way of living and adopt a new lifestyle that includes masks, increased 

sanitation measures, and social distancing among individuals and groups. Mask wearing is the 

simplest and safest defense Americans have against contracting and spreading COVID-19, but a 

large percentage of our population continues to not support this simple measure. Given the 

research that shows how effective mask wearing is at preventing the spread of COVID-19, why 

do so many individuals continue to oppose masking measures?   

Individuals in our society are likely to align themselves with a political party or political 

leaning due to a myriad of factors. Economic issues, social justice issues, and taxes are all 

extremely important topics that voters must formulate an opinion on and support. Some 

individuals chose to align themselves with politicians and individual policy, whereas others align 

themselves with political parties and liberal and conservative ideology. Research suggests that 

individuals that fall on either end of the political spectrum are more likely to use and be 

persuaded by specific moral arguments. Utilizing this research, politicians, scientists, doctors, 

and social science researchers can influence support for mask procedures among populations 

statistically not likely to support masks.  

Demographic Analysis of Registered Voters in the United States 

Previous research suggests that political leanings among individuals is extremely diverse, 

and different groups of people associate their beliefs with different ideologies. Demographic 

trends give insight to the groups of individuals that associate themselves with either political 
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ideology. According to the Pew Research Center (2018), 56% of women identify with the 

Democrat Party compared to 44% of men. These trends are seen when looking at ethnic and 

racial data as well, with white, black, and Hispanic women registered voters all more likely to 

identify as Democrat. Ethnic and racial minority voters are also more likely to align with the 

Democrat Party. Pew Research shows that in 2017, 67% of Black voters, 43% of Hispanic 

voters, and only 26% of white voters identified as a Democrat. White voters are more likely to 

lean Republican, with 33% of white voters identifying as Republican (Pew Research, 2018).  

Disparities in political leaning are witnessed among different educational attainments as 

well. As educational achievements increased among voters, voters were more likely to identify 

as Democrat or lean Democrat. The difference in percentage of Democrat or Republican 

identifying voters was not prevalent for voters with high school education (47% of Republicans 

versus 45% of Democrats). However, stark differences were witnessed among college graduate 

voters and post-graduate experience voters. Fifty four percent of college educated voters 

identified as or leaned Democrat, while only 39% of college graduates identified as or leaned 

Republican. This trend only grows among voters who received postgraduate experience; among 

voters who received postgraduate training, 63% identified as or leaned Democrat, compared to 

the 31% who identified as or leaned Republican (Pew Research Center, 2018). 

A generational divide in partisanship can be witnessed among political leanings, with 

52% registered voters belonging to the “Silent Generation” of 1928-1945 identifying or leaning 

Republican. Forty three percent of voters in this generation identified or leaned Democrat. 48% 

of Boomers identified as or leaned Democrat, compared to 46% who identified as or leaned 

Republican. A switch in political preference is apparent, in which younger generations like Gen 

X and Millennials can be seen as heavily leaning Democrat compared to Republican 
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identification. The greatest dichotomy can be witnessed among those belonging to the Millennial 

Generation (i.e., those born between 1981 to 1996). Fifty nine percent of registered voters in this 

category identified as or leaned Democrat, compared to only 32% of voters who identified as or 

leaned Republican (Pew Research Center, 2018). While this data only shows demographic 

statistics and does not infer causation, one could surmise that the various historical issues our 

country has dealt with over the last 100 years and the increase in technology and media available 

could play a part in these political identifications among voters.  

Liberal and Conservative Psychology  

In today’s political climate, liberals and conservatives are concerned with very different 

issues and view the world in very different ways. Liberals today advocate for issues like 

LGBTQ+ rights, the feminist movement, immigration, and various other social justice causes. 

According to Tetlock and Mitchell (1993), liberals are more likely to “understand structural 

limits on upward mobility” and are more likely to show cognitive empathy, which is the ability 

to put oneself in the situation a disadvantaged individual might face. Further, liberals are less 

likely to succumb to the fundamental attribution error, which is the tendency for individuals to 

blame other individual’s behavior on their personality traits rather than their situational 

circumstances. Psychologically, liberals do not rely as heavily on simple heuristics to make sense 

of the world around them and will use various ideas and forms of evidence to formulate their 

opinions and world views (Tetlock & Mitchell, 1993).  

However, research suggests that liberals may form their political opinions as a response 

to their own ego-defense; liberals may project their own personal failures onto the systems 

present in the world around them (Tetlock & Levi, 1982). Because of this defense mechanism at 

play, many liberals formulate their opinions based on their own self-interest, rather than in 
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response to the grave poverty and injustices present in society. Robin DiAngelo (2018) asserts in 

White Fragility that white people “consider a challenge to our racial world view as a challenge to 

our identities as good, moral people. Thus, we perceive any attempt to connect us to a system of 

racism as an unsettling and unfair moral offense.” DiAngelo asserts that white progressives 

consciously appear as if they are not racist in order to separate themselves from the moral 

depravity of racism, instead of acknowledging the existence of racist institutions and structures 

in our society. This psychological analysis of the liberal individual paints a vivid picture of not 

only issues that liberals value and fight for, but the motivation behind their opinions and values.  

Conservatives today are shown fighting for policies like stricter borders to curb illegal 

immigration, less restrictions on individual liberties, and various economic issues. Tetlock and 

Mitchell (1993) propose that while liberals are motivated by concern for the disadvantaged, 

conservatives see the problems of the disadvantaged in a multi-faceted light. Conservatives are 

not likely to endorse a liberal welfare policy, because of the belief that individual 

“resourcefulness” can undeniably solve individual poverty. A strong tenant of conservative 

ideology is the belief in the “invisible hand of free market competition” (Tetlock & Mitchell, 

1993). According to conservative ideology, increased reliance on government will eventually 

interfere with the credibility of a free market competition. The invisible hand of free market 

competition ensures that market volatility is dependent on individual motivation and the ebb and 

flow of capitalism; because of this, conservatives would not be likely to endorse welfare 

handouts in any way.  

Nonetheless, research does suggest that conservatives are more likely to suffer from 

falling prey to the fundamental attribution error, because of their increased likelihood of viewing 

poverty as an individual issue and not a structural and societal issue (Tetlock & Mitchell, 1993). 
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Thus, conservatives tend to overgeneralize issues of social injustice and denigrate issues caused 

by systematic and systemic oppression, placing the blame on the victim’s shortcomings. This 

ideology can be witnessed in real life by the rhetoric that Vice President Mike Pence used in the 

2020 Vice Presidential Debates. Pence was asked by the moderator to respond to whether or not 

he believed justice had been served in regard to the Breonna Taylor case. According to the New 

York Times, Breonna Taylor was shot and killed in her Louisville apartment during a “botched 

raid” on March 13, 2020. After 6 months, no officers were charged (Oppel, et. al, 2020). Pence 

responded saying he trusted the justice system and their decision not to charge any of the officers 

involved with the decision (Stimson, 2020). Pence did not explicitly blame Taylor for her own 

death or anyone else, but refused to acknowledge the systemic oppression that negatively 

impacts black individuals in America. This rhetoric shows a similarity to the fundamental 

attribution error: Pence did not explicitly acknowledge how situational factors led to Taylor’s 

death, implicitly removing the blame from the system that caused her death. This manifestation 

of conservative psychology shows a real-life example of the psychological mechanisms by which 

conservatives tend to see the world and shows a singular example of how a conservative 

politician views an ambiguous police brutality situation.  

Furthermore, research on psychological scales like right wing authoritarianism 

(Zakrisson, 2005) and social dominance orientation (Ho, Sidanius, Kteily, Shehhy-Skeffington, 

Pratto, Henkel, Foels, & Stewart, 2015) lends credence to the idea that world-view orientation 

can affect prejudice and stereotype endorsement. Whitley (1999) noted that people who scored 

high on the right-wing authoritarianism scale “exhibit high degrees of deference to established 

authority, aggression toward out-groups when authorities permit that aggression, and support for 

traditional values when those values are endorsed by authorities.” Authoritarianism scales were 
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first proposed as a way to measure the psychological mechanisms that allowed fascism to 

dominate societies throughout the world in the 1930s. However, updated authoritarianism scales 

reflecting the current right-wing political ideology have shown high correlations with stereotype 

endorsement (Whitley, 1999). Similarly, individuals who scored high on the social dominance 

scale “desire to maintain the superior position of their in-groups,” and would thus oppose 

policies like Affirmative Action and Racial Injustice Restitution programs (Whitley, 1999). 

Thus, right wing authoritarianism accounts for stereotype endorsement, and social dominance 

orientation accounts for increased prejudice against the out-group. The social dominance 

orientation scale does not explicitly account for certain prejudices; the direct link between the 

scale and political leanings is not fully apparent and will be further researched and analyzed in 

this study.  

Moral Foundations Theory and Political Leaning and Persuasion  

Moral Foundations Theory proposes five basic moral foundations that individuals 

psychologically rationalize in order to view their world and formulate their opinions, based off of 

the principles of instinctual and naturalistic behavior found in the animal world (Graham, Haidt, 

Koleva, Motyl, Iyer, Wojcik, & Ditto, 2013). The first foundation, the care/harm foundation, is 

based on the primal and motherly behavior towards a newborn to institute kindness and care 

towards one another. This foundation sets the principle for the universal animosity towards 

suffering, and the innate desire to help those who are suffering in any way. The second 

foundation, the fairness/cheating foundation, focuses on reciprocity between individuals in 

society. The third foundation, the loyalty/betrayal foundation, focuses on the distinct kinship we 

feel towards those of our own group. The fourth foundation, the authority/subversion, focuses on 

obedience to authority, and compliance with the laws in a society for the greater good. The fifth 
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and final foundation, the sanctity/degradation foundation, focuses on the origins of developing 

healthy practices for individuals, in order to remain practicing members of society (Graham, et 

al, 2013).  

The basis of Moral Foundations Theory has been utilized to research and study what 

types of moral arguments are more effective in persuading certain political groups, bridging the 

connection between moral psychology and political ideology and behavior. Influencing 

persuasion has been studied through various psychological mechanisms. Haddock, Maio, Arnold, 

& Huskinson (2008) showed that persuasive arguments are better received when they match the 

affective and cognitive needs of the intended audience, with affective arguments being the most 

significant indicators of changed attitudes. Political research has intertwined the mechanisms of 

affect with the foundations laid out by Moral Foundations Theory to study how different political 

audiences can best be persuaded to endorse policies.  

How can Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) be used to influence persuasion? Which 

foundations of MFT are most persuasive to certain individuals? Which groups value a certain 

foundation over another? Graham, Haidt, & Nosek (2009) conducted an experiment to study this 

phenomenon further and to increase the literature on political leanings and moral psychology. 

The experiment led participants to engage in a series of tasks, where participants ranked how 

relevant certain moral judgements were to subjects. For example, participants were shown 

statements like “whether or not someone was denied his or her rights” and then were asked to 

rate to what extent the statements were “relevant to their thinking.” Another task asked 

individuals how much money someone would have to pay them in order to pay them to do 

certain tasks, ranging from $10, to $100, to $1000, to $10,000, to $100,000, to $1,000,000 to 

“never for any amount of money”. Examples included kicking a dog in the head, based on the 
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foundation of harm/care as well as renouncing your own citizenship based on the foundation of 

ingroup loyalty. Each task conducted by Graham et al. (2009) yielded the same results: liberals 

consistently showed endorsement of the harm and fairness principles, whereas conservatives 

showed higher endorsement of authority, purity, and ingroup loyalty. This research showed that 

people on opposite ends of the political spectrum do endorse certain moral arguments and helps 

to explain why liberals and conservatives are more likely to vote for certain issues over others. 

This study looked at which moral arguments and frameworks are most important to self-

identified liberals and conservatives but did not explore the implications of how persuasion 

might be influenced with moral reframing; further research began to incorporate this.  

Day, Fiske, Downing, and Trail (2014) conducted a similar study with similar goals to 

Graham et al. (2009). To do this, Day et al. (2014) utilized a 5 x 5 research design 

(Harm/Fairness/Ingroup/Authority/Purity) x (Education/Immigration/Economy/Social 

Programs/Environment) to study which arguments would be most influential to various 

individuals. Conservative issues framed in liberal morality terms did not garner more approval 

from liberals, with liberals not any more likely to alight with these conservative attitudes.  

However, both conservatives and liberals increased liberal views when exposed to ingroup, 

authority, and purity frames of liberal issues.  

Day et. al. (2014) showed that entrenching is seen adamantly across all moral frames and 

all political leanings. According to this study, persuasion is more likely to be achieved among 

conservatives when exposed to conservative frames of liberal issues (Day, et al. 2014). This 

research thus showed evidence that persuasion can be achieved among certain groups, when 

messages and statements are morally reframed to reflect the moral values that the audience 

values the most.  
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Feinberg and Willer (2015) built upon this foundation, utilizing previous research that 

showed that liberals tended to endorse arguments and statements using the harm and fairness 

foundations, whereas conservatives endorsed arguments using the loyalty, authority, and sanctity 

foundation at higher rates. In their 2015 study, they ran six studies, broken up into two segments 

with separate goals. The first segment sought to explain what type of moral arguments 

individuals on either side of the political spectrum would use when asked to persuade someone 

of the opposite political ideology. 79% of conservatives and 86% of liberals utilized a moral 

argument that aligns with their views when trying to persuade someone of the opposite political 

leaning. The next segment of the study tested the efficacy of the moral reframing hypothesis, by 

presenting participants with a polarized political statement framed in the style of the five 

foundations. When appealing to the opposite of the political spectrum by utilizing arguments 

phrased with the moral foundations in mind, persuasion increased (Feinberg & Willer, 2015).  

Present Research 

Strong evidence exists that persuasion is possible and achievable, as long as the message 

is morally framed receptively towards the audience who receives it. In this research specifically, 

Moral Foundations Theory will be utilized in order to explore how moral reframing can increase 

support for mask wearing during the COVID-19 pandemic. We will specifically pre-screen 

participants by identifying their political leaning, as well as assessing their rating on shortened 

versions of the right-wing authoritarianism and social dominance orientation scales.  

I hypothesize that for relatively conservative participants, the message that emphasizes 

loyalty and purity values will be more persuasive than the message that emphasizes harm 

avoidance and fairness values. By contrast, for relatively liberal participants, I hypothesize that 

the message that emphasizes harm avoidance and fairness values will be more persuasive. 
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Additionally, I hypothesize the same will occur for endorsement of a national mask mandate. I 

will test the messages’ influence by testing their effects on people’s perception of the message, 

intention to wear a mask, and support for a national mask mandate. Because social dominance 

orientation is associated with loyalty to one’s in-group, I predict that individuals who score 

higher on this scale will also show higher levels of persuasion when shown the loyalty and purity 

values-based message. Additionally, because of the link between right wing authoritarianism and 

deference to right wing authority, I predict that individuals who score higher on this scale will 

show lower levels of persuasion when shown either statements.  

Method 

Participants  

 297 participants were recruited through the online platform, Prolific. For initial analyses, 

participants who categorized themselves as “moderate” were excluded. Of the remaining 232 

participants, a majority were liberal (N = 174), with 64 conservatives. A majority of participants 

were female (N = 141), with 93 males and 4 non-binary individuals participating. The average 

age of participants was 33.8 years old.  

Materials 

Political Ideology 

Participants were asked to identify their political leanings on a seven-point scale, ranging 

from 1 (very liberal) to 7 (very conservative). Participants who marked 1 (very liberal), 2 

(liberal), or 3 (lean liberal) were categorized as liberal for analysis. Participants who marked 7 

(very conservative), 6 (conservative), or 5 (lean conservative) were categorized as conservative 

for analysis.  
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Right-Wing Authoritarianism  

The purpose of the Right-wing Authoritarianism scale is to assess one’s level of 

“deference to authority” (Whitley, 1999). Traditional right wing authoritarianism scales have 

been correlated with submission to authority and increased stereotype endorsement. Research 

shows that conservatives are likely to fall prey to the fundamental attribution error, in which 

conservatives blame victims for their own problems rather than assessing the outlying society 

and institutions that could contribute to the problem itself (Tetlock & Mitchell, 1993). This scale 

will be included to test the relation between right-wing authoritarianism in individuals and 

endorsement of mask wearing policies and adherence to guidelines.  

Participants were asked to respond to a shortened 15 question version of the Right-Wing 

Authoritarianism Scale, adapted by Zakrisson (2005). Participants were asked to rate how much 

they “favored” the statements, on a scale of 1 to 7 (1 being strongly oppose and 7 being strongly 

favor). The shortened scale focuses more on conventionalism, authoritarian aggression, and 

authoritarian submission (e.g., Our forefathers ought to be honored more for the way they have 

built our society. At the same time, we ought to put an end to those forces destroying it). The 

shortened scale excluded questions that were highly correlated with the social-dominance 

orientation scale, thus excluding items related to certain groups like the LGBT+ community, 

feminists, and women (Zakrisson, 2005). Participants who fell below the average of right-wing 

authoritarianism scores observed within the data set were categorized as “low RWA” for analysis 

purposes; likewise, participants who fell above the average of right-wing authoritarianism scores 

observed in the data set were categorized as “high RWA.” 
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Social Dominance Orientation 

Participants were asked to respond to a 16-statement survey, measuring social dominance 

orientation. As noted earlier, social dominance orientation is associated with loyalty to one’s in-

group. This scale was included to assess whether a loyalty and purity-based message was more 

persuasive for participants who scored higher on this scale. Statements touched on dominance 

and egalitarianism. Participants were asked to rate how much they “favored” the statements, on a 

scale of 1 to 7 (1 being strongly oppose and 7 being strongly favor). Statements included 

examples like “some groups of people must be kept in their place” and “we should work to give 

all groups an equal chance to succeed” (Ho, et al., 2015). Participants who fell below the average 

of social dominance orientation scores observed within the data set were categorized as “low 

SDO” for analysis purposes; likewise, participants who fell above the average of social 

dominance orientation scores observed in the data set were categorized as “high SDO.” 

Mask-wearing Messages 

Participants were randomly shown one of three statements crafted by the researcher that 

touched on mask wearing. Statements were formulated to appeal to different moral foundations, 

with a control statement to account for differences. All conditions began with the same 

introduction to the issue of COVID-19 and mask wearing guidelines. In one condition, the 

message appealed to fairness and harm avoidance principles (e.g., Individuals should wear a 

mask during the COVID-19 pandemic in order to ensure a fair chance for all citizens to remain 

healthy). In another condition, the message appealed to loyalty and purity principles (e.g., 

Individuals should wear a mask during the COVID-19 pandemic so that our fellow Americans 

can remain strong, free of sickness, and not infected by the foreign virus). Finally, a control 
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condition provided no further arguments beyond the introductory remarks that were present in all 

conditions.  

Dependent Variables 

Participants were asked a series of questions to measure the perceived level of persuasion 

and mask-wearing endorsement (e.g., How persuasive was this message? 1=not persuasive, 

5=very persuasive). Participants were also asked about their own personal mask wearing 

intentions, on a 5-point scale (1=never, 5=all the time), as well as to what extent they would 

support a nationwide mask mandate in the United States (1=strongly oppose, 7=strongly 

support). A manipulation check was included, in which participants were asked what the focal 

points of the message they received were.  

Procedure 

 Participants were recruited online through Prolific. Participants were shown an informed 

consent document and were informed that the purpose of the study is to measure participant’s 

perception of messages regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. Participants electronically consented 

to continue the study. All data collected was anonymous, and no identifying measures were 

taken. Individuals who participate in the study through Prolific received $0.75 compensation for 

completing the ~5 minutes survey.  

Once participants consented, they were prompted to answer demographic questions as 

well as the introductory perceptions of COVID-19 questions. Next, participants were asked to 

complete the 16-item social dominance orientation scale (Ho, et al., 2015). Participants will then 

be asked to complete the Zakrisson (2005) version of the right-wing authoritarianism scale, 

containing 14 items. Next, participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: 

fairness and harm avoidance, ingroup loyalty and purity, or control. Participants saw one of these 
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three mask-wearing messages, framed using Moral Foundations Theory and then were prompted 

to answer a short series of questions to measure the perceived level of persuasion and mask 

wearing endorsement. The survey concluded by asking participants what the focal point of the 

message regarding COVID-19 they read was about, in order to check to validity.  

Results 

Message Evaluation Correlations 

 The more individuals evaluated the mask wearing messages they saw as more persuasive, 

the more they expressed personal intention to wear a mask (r(230) = .49, p < .001) and express 

support for a national mask mandate (r(230) = . 44, p < .001).  

Political Ideology Matching 

 I analyzed whether the harm/fairness and loyalty/purity messages impacted self-reported 

persuasion, depending on the participant’s ideology. To test the effect on reported persuasion, a 2 

(ideology: liberal x conservative) x 3 (message frame: harm/fairness, vs. loyalty/purity vs. 

control) between subjects ANOVA was performed. A main effect of political ideology was 

observed. Liberals (M = 3.20, SD = 0.96) found the mask-wearing support messages overall 

more persuasive than conservatives (M = 2.70, SD = 1.17) did, F(1, 232) = 10.28, p = .002, ηp
2 = 

.042. There was also an overall main effect of message type observed, F(2, 232) = 3.30, p = .039,  

ηp
2 = .028. Persuasiveness was highest across all participants in the harm/fairness condition (M = 

3.30, SD = 1.01). The effect of message types was qualified by a significant interaction between 

political ideology and message type, F(2, 232) = 3.26, p = .04, ηp
2 = .027 (Figure 1).  

The interaction shows that liberals distinguished between the message type shown, 

whereas conservative participants did not. As shown in Figure 1, liberals who were shown the 

loyalty-purity frame found the message to be less persuasive (M = 2.91, SD = 0.909) than liberals 
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shown the harm-fairness frame (M = 3.53, SD = 0.951), t(232) = 3.32, p = 0.013. Additionally, 

although there were not statistically significant differences, liberals tended to find the control 

message to be less persuasive (M = 3.15, SD = 0.931) than the harm-fairness frame, t(232) = 

2.10, p = 0.29, yet more persuasive than the loyalty-purity frame, t(232) = 1.29, p = 0.79. 

However, no significant difference between messages was observed for conservatives, p > .05.  

The same interaction lends credence to the fact that liberals and conservatives differed 

from each other in how persuasive they found one message, but not how persuasive they found 

others. For example, liberals found the harm-fairness frame more persuasive than conservatives 

did, t(232) = 3.874, p = .002; however, liberals and conservatives did not differ in how 

persuasive they found the loyalty-purity message (p = .536) or the control message (p = 1.0).  

 Next, I performed a 2 x 3 ANOVA on participants’ individual intention to wear a face 

mask in public themselves. When participants were asked how likely they would be to wear a 

mask in public, liberals (M = 4.60, SD = 0.704) intended to wear a mask in public more often 

than their conservative counterparts did (M = 3.95, SD = 1.19), F(232) = 25.06, p < .001, ηp
2  = 

0.10. There was no significant interaction between political ideology and message type observed 

(p = .21). Additionally, there was no main effect of message type observed (p = .459).  

Further, a 2 x 3 ANOVA was performed to assess participants’ reported support for a 

nationwide mask mandate. Liberals (M = 6.68, SD = 0.819) showed more support for a 

nationwide mandate than conservatives (M = 4.60, SD = 2.45), F(232) = 94.143, p < .001. As 

with the mask-wearing intentions, there was not a significant interaction between political 

ideology and message type (p = .17), nor did support differ overall between messages (p = .73).  

Social Dominance Orientation 
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 A 2 (SDO: low vs. high) x 3 (message frame: harm/fairness vs. loyalty-purity vs. control) 

ANOVA was performed to assess the effects of message type on persuasion between SDO 

categories.  A main effect of SDO category was observed, F(1, 232) = 10.57,  p = .001,  ηp
2 = .03. 

Additionally, the same main effect of message type in ideology analysis was observed, F(2) = 

4.75, p = .01. No significant interaction was observed, p = .91. Participants who scored low on 

the SDO scale indicated higher levels of reported persuasion (M = 3.26, SD = 1.0), whereas 

participants who ranked high on the SDO scale indicated lower levels of reported persuasion (M 

= 2.88, SD = 1.0).  

 Moreover, a 2 x 3 ANOVA was performed to assess the effects of message type and SDO 

category on personal mask wearing intentions. A main effect of SDO category was observed, 

F(1, 232) = 30.15, p <.001, showing that those scoring lower on the SDO scale showed higher 

mask wearing intentions (M = 4.70, SD = .60) compared to participants who scored high in SDO 

(M = 4.17, SD = 1.03). Participants higher in SDO shown the harm-fairness frame indicated a 

lower intention to wear a mask than those scoring low in SDO, t(290) = -3.81, p =.002. 

Additionally, participants who scored low in SDO and saw the control message indicated a 

higher intention to wear a mask than those scoring high in SDO, t(290) = -3.68, p = .004.  

 Finally, a 2 x 3 ANOVA was conducted to assess the effects of message type and SDO 

category on participants’ reported support for a nationwide mask mandate. A main effect of SDO 

category was observed, F(1) = 38.592, p < .001, with participants lower on the SDO scale 

reporting higher support for a nationwide mask mandate (M = 6.66, SD = 1.01), t(290) = -4.06, p  

< .001.  compared to participants higher on the scale (M = 5.50, SD = 2.03). No significant main 

effect of message type was observed (p = .66), nor was there a significant interaction (p = .35).  

Right Wing Authoritarianism  
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A 2 (RWA: high vs. low) x 3 (message frame: harm/fairness vs. loyalty/purity vs. 

control) ANOVA on self-reported persuasion was performed. A main effect of message type was 

exhibited F(2) = 4.70, p = .01. However, there were no significant main effect of RWA (p = .79), 

nor was there a significant interaction observed (p = .12).  

Next, I performed a 2 x 3 ANOVA to analyze the relationship between RWA and 

personal mask wearing intentions. A main effect of RWA category was observed, F(1, 232) = 

13.55, p < .001, with individuals who scored low on the RWA scale indicating higher intentions 

to wear a mask (M = 4.64, SD = 0.66), as compared to those who scared high on the RWA scale 

(M = 4.21, SD = 1.02). A main effect of condition was not observed (p = .47), nor was a 

significant interaction observed (p = .52).  

A 2 x 3 ANOVA was conducted in order to assess whether or not one’s RWA score 

would impact their overall reported support for a nationwide mask mandate. A main effect of 

RWA category was observed, F(1, 232) = 33.45, p < .001, with participants low in RWA 

exhibiting higher levels of support for a mask mandate (M =6.61, SD = 0.95) as compared to 

participants high in RWA (M = 5.53, SD = 2.10).  

Discussion 

Liberal and conservatives alike rely on specific sets of moral principles in which they 

frame their own moral arguments and belief systems. Prior research has demonstrated the 

effectiveness of using moral re-framing to tailor messages towards certain audiences. Moral 

Foundations Theory attempts to explain five moral values through which humans base their 

moral beliefs (Graham, et. al, 2013); these values then become the bases on which individuals 

rationalize the world and view their lives through.  
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Graham et. al (2009) showed clear evidence that liberals consistently endorsed harm 

avoidance and fairness principles, whereas conservatives showed endorsement of authority, 

purity, and in-group loyalty-based messages. Feinberg and Willer (2015) built upon this 

foundation of research to utilize moral-reframing principles to influence persuasion, showing that 

conservatives exhibited higher levels of agreement with “typically liberal” ideas like the 

Affordable Care Act when framed in terms of purity; within this study, liberals were found to 

show higher levels of support for military spending when framed in terms of fairness. The 

purpose of this study was to find the best arguments to use when talking about the COVID-19 

pandemic, in order to increase persuasion among groups that might not previously be inclined to 

wear a mask, in order to increase overall safety for society and slowly return to a sense of 

normalcy surrounding the end of the pandemic. Utilizing this prior research, I sought to use 

moral reframing in conjunction with Moral Foundations Theory to assess how levels of 

persuasion, and mask wearing intentions, and support would differ between people with various 

ideologies.  

I based my initial prediction off previous research, hypothesizing that participants would 

be more persuaded by messages framed in terms of moral values aligned with their indicated 

political ideology. Specifically, I expected that liberals who were shown a COVID-19 focused 

message framed in terms of harm avoidance and fairness would see the message as more 

persuasive, as opposed to liberals shown a message framed in terms of loyalty and purity. 

Results of my study supported this hypothesis. Liberals in the data set who were shown a mask-

wearing message that was framed in terms of harm avoidance and fairness showed higher levels 

of agreement and persuasion by the message as opposed to liberals who were shown the message 

framed in terms of loyalty and purity. Concrete evidence gathered through this study showed that 
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harm avoidance and fairness based rhetoric is intrinsically more influential to liberals than a 

loyalty and purity based argument. Additionally, liberals in general showed higher levels of 

personal intentions to wear a mask in public during the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as higher 

levels of support for a nationwide mask mandate. Results among the liberal population of this 

study supported moral reframing as a tool of influence among self-identified liberals, which is 

important in understanding the rhetoric to use among this group. While results were significant, 

the study did not test for actual increased behavior in regards to mask wearing and voting 

practice, which should be explored in future studies.   

Furthermore, I hypothesized that conservatives who were shown a COVID-19 focused 

message framed in terms of loyalty-purity would report higher levels of agreement and 

persuasion of the message, as opposed to conservatives shown a message framed in terms of 

harm avoidance and fairness. While liberal participants exhibited higher levels of persuasion 

dependent on the message type they were shown, this was not observed within conservative 

participants; our results showed no evidence that conservative participants were more influenced 

by the loyalty-purity frame message. Additional analyses of right-wing authoritarianism and 

social dominance orientation scales showed similar results: those who scored lower on both 

scales showed higher levels of persuasion among mask-wearing, but persuasion did not 

differentiate significantly between message types. 

Various possible explanations exist as to why moral reframing worked for liberals but not 

for conservatives. Research shows that Republicans are simply not as concerned about the 

dangers of COVID-19 as Democrats are. According to the Washington Post, 91.5% of 

Democrats were concerned about personally contracting COVID-19 or a close family member 

contracting COVID-19, as compared to only 48.2% of Republicans (Brady & Parker, 2021). This 
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trend was mirrored in the current study, liberals intending to wear a mask and support a 

nationwide mask mandate significantly more than conservatives. This overall lack in concern 

among Republicans nationally could have influenced conservative participants to ignore all of 

the messages about mask wearing. The Elaboration Likelihood Model explains two routes of 

processing individuals use when taking time to think deeply about an issue: central route 

processing and peripheral route processing (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Central route processing is 

used when an individual takes the time to think carefully about an issue. Someone using this 

route might conduct prior research before making a decision or try to learn about an issue from 

multiple sides and angles; someone using this route pays close attention to how strong a 

message’s arguments are. Peripheral route processing occurs when someone does not pay much 

attention a message. For example, someone who uses this route of persuasion might be 

persuaded to buy a pair of shoes because they are attractive, not because of the actual qualities of 

the shoe itself.  

Individuals use different routes due to different motivations and concerns; someone who 

is highly concerned or interested in something would be more likely to utilize the central route of 

processing and pay close attention to a message’s arguments. Therefore, individuals who 

expressed concern of themselves or their loved ones contracting COVID-19 will most likely use 

the central route of processing when reading messages about COVID-19, thus paying more 

attention to the mask-wearing messages presented in the study. Because of a lower percentage of 

Republicans express concern of the dangers of COVID-19, they might be more likely to utilize 

the peripheral route of processing thus resulting in conservative participants in the data set not 

paying close attention to the mask-wearing message presented (even when the message would 

ordinarily appeal to their conservative moral values). Likewise, a high percentage of Democrats 
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who were concerned about the dangers of COVID-19 could explain why there was an increase in 

persuasion among liberals through moral re-framing. Participants who were more concerned 

about COVID-19 would be more likely to take this study seriously, read prompts more in-depth, 

and answer the survey questions with a purposeful intent.   

Additional explanations for why there were no differences in persuasion between 

messages for conservatives could be due to the inefficiency of the loyalty-purity framed 

message. Choice words were chosen from the Moral Foundations Dictionary, in regard to both 

“loyalty” and “purity.” The title of the loyalty-purity message was “Why Masks are the Patriotic 

Solution to this Disgusting Pandemic” utilizing the word “patriotic” to usher in a sense of in-

group loyalty and “disgusting” to evoke a sense of a violation against purity. Within the 

message, participants read that wearing a mask is “about protecting our community and rooting 

out disease”, again utilizing words that should be more persuasive to conservatives. While these 

words were chosen directly from the Moral Foundations Dictionary, the archaic language and 

connotations that some of chosen words and phrases carry might have been off-putting to some 

participants. More prior research could have been done in order to assess the key words and 

phrases used within recent years among conservative individuals and groups in regard to both the 

loyalty and purity frame so that message would be more efficient in resonating with the 

conservative participant pool.  

Supplementary explanations lie in the small sample size of conservative participants, and 

potential sampling errors. First, the number of conservative participants (N = 64) was less than 

half the number of liberal participants recruited (N = 174), which could have also been a 

contributing factor to the lack of statistical significance derived. Future studies that focus on this 

foundation of research should place an emphasis on recruiting a large number of conservative 
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participants, in order to show further evidence that moral re-framing is efficient within a 

conservative population. The study functioned off convenience sampling. Convenience sampling 

can be problematic because participants consciously choose to participate, thus bringing in 

previously held beliefs and biases that can potentially affect the results of the data. True random 

sampling is the best form of sampling because participants are chosen on a completely random 

basis, thus the likelihood of biases or over-representation of certain groups is lessened.  

Further, data collection for this study occurred during the early months of 2021. At this 

point in time, the COVID-19 pandemic had already been affecting society since March of the 

previous year, and many individuals had already made up their mind about their opinions of 

COVID-19 and mask wearing. The messages they read might not have been likely to influence 

support after their opinions had already been formulated for months. Additionally, the mask-

wearing messages were purely hypothetical, and did not offer any concrete evidence one way or 

the other. Results of this study contribute to the literature that moral re-framing can influence 

attitudes and intentions, despite offering no evidence as to whether moral reframing is helpful in 

influencing true behavior. 

General Implications 

As mask mandates continue to be lifted even despite a continuous number of daily 

diagnoses of COVID-19 throughout the United States, mask wearing continues to be extremely 

important for the overall health and safety of our nation. At this point in the pandemic, many 

people have made up their minds about whether they support wearing a mask in public, and this 

study did not touch on how moral reframing can increase actual behavior. However, the newness 

of the three COVID-19 vaccines produced by Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson show 

great potential to be a crucial step in ending the pandemic once and for all. Like mask wearing in 
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the early stages of the pandemic, many individuals have not quite yet made up their mind on 

whether or not they will choose to receive the COVID-19 vaccine despite its scientific efficacy 

and safety.  

According to a poll conducted by CBS News in March 2021 as reported by The 

Washington Post, less than 50% of Republicans have received their COVID-19 vaccine or even 

plan to get it when it made available to them. On the other hand, over 70% of Democrat 

participants said that they have or plan to receive their COVID-19 vaccine. Furthermore, over 

30% of Republicans said they will not get the vaccine at all, compared to around 10% of 

Democrats. Moral reframing could be utilized to increase the number of citizens on both sides of 

the political spectrum who receive their COVID-19 vaccine. The present study in conjunction 

with previous research suggests that messages appealing to harm avoidance and fairness will be 

notably persuasive to Democrats and liberals in getting them to receive the COVID-19 vaccine. 

Despite weak results in the present study, prior research on moral reframing suggests that 

messages framed in terms of authority, loyalty, and purity will be most effective for Republicans 

and conservatives in getting the vaccine.  

This research and theory can be used by our federal and state government to tailor 

language specifically towards specific communities. Local health officials, corporations, 

universities, and marketing firms can similarly use this information to craft messages about the 

safeness of the vaccine targeted at conservative audiences in a different way than liberal 

audiences. In turn, morally re-framed messages will only increase the number of vaccinated and 

masked individuals, thus increasing the likelihood that we can help to keep our loved ones and 

fellow neighbors safe while approaching the end of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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Appendix A 

SDO7 Scale (Ho, Sidanius, Kteily, Sheehy-Skeffington, Pratto, Henkel, Foels, & Stewart, 
2015) 
 
Show how much you favor or oppose each idea below by selecting a number from 1 to 7 on the 
scale below. You can work quickly; your first feeling is generally best.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 
oppose 

Somewhat 
oppose 

Slightly 
oppose 

Neutral Slightly 
favor 

Somewhat 
favor 

Strongly 
favor  

 
1. Some groups of people must be kept in their place.  
2. It’s probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and other groups are at the 

bottom. 
3. An ideal society requires some groups to be on top and others to be on bottom. 
4. Some groups of people are simply inferior to other groups. 
5. Groups at the bottom are just as deserving as groups at the top.  
6. No one group should dominate society.  
7. Groups at the bottom should not have to stay in their place.  
8. Group dominance is a poor principle. 
9. We should not push for group equality. 
10. We shouldn’t try to guarantee that every group has the same quality of life. 
11. It is unjust to try to make groups equal. 
12. Group equality should not be our primary goal. 
13. We should work to give all groups an equal chance to succeed. 
14. We should do what we can to equalize conditions for different groups.  
15. No matter how much effort it takes, we ought to strive to ensure that all groups have the 

same chance in life.  
16. Group equality should be our ideal.  
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Appendix B 

 
Right Wing Authoritarianism Scale (Zakrisson, 2005) 
 
Show how much you favor or oppose each idea below by selecting a number from 1 to 7 on the 
scale below. You can work quickly; your first feeling is generally best.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly 
oppose 

Somewhat 
oppose 

Slightly 
oppose 

Neutral Slightly 
favor 

Somewhat 
favor 

Strongly 
favor  

 

1. Our country needs a powerful leader, in order to destroy the radical and immoral currents 
prevailing in society today. 

2. Our country needs free thinkers, who will have the courage to stand up against traditional 
ways, even if this upsets many people. 

3. The “old fashioned ways” and “old fashioned values” still show the best way to live. 
4. Our society would be better off if we showed tolerance and understanding for 

untraditional values and opinions. 
5. God’s laws about abortion, pornography, and marriage must be strictly followed before it 

is too late, violations must be punished. 
6. The society needs to show openness towards people thinking differently, rather than a 

strong leader. The world is not particularly evil or dangerous. 
7. It would be best if newspapers were censored so that people would not be able to get 

ahold of destructive and disgusting material. 
8. Many good people challenge the state, criticize the church, and ignore “the normal way 

of living.” 
9. Our forefathers ought to be honored more for the way they have built our society. At the 

same time, we ought to put an end to those forces destroying it. 
10. People ought to put less attention to the Bible and religion. Instead, they ought to develop 

their own moral standards.  
11. There are many radical, immoral people trying to ruin things; society ought to stop them. 
12. It is better to accept bad literature than to censor it. 
13. Facts show that we have to be harder against crime and sexual immorality, in order to 

uphold law and order.  
14. The situation in the society of today would be improved if troublemakers were treated 

with reason and humanity. 
15. If the society so wants, it is the duty of every true citizen to help eliminate the evil that 

poisons our country from within.  
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Appendix C 

Mask Wearing Messages 

Fairness and Harm Avoidance 

Why Masks Are the Fair Solution to this Harmful Pandemic 

The COVID-19 pandemic has undeniably changed the way we live our lives. Mask mandates 

have presented a new addition to our daily lives, with wearing a mask in public becoming the 

new “norm.” It’s about fairness and caring. Individuals should wear a mask during the COVID-

19 pandemic in order to ensure a fair chance for all citizens, including the most vulnerable, to 

avoid harm, dangerous health complications and death. 

In-group Loyalty and Purity 

Why Masks are the Patriotic Solution to this Disgusting Pandemic 

The COVID-19 pandemic has undeniably changed the way we live our lives. Mask mandates 

have presented a new addition to our daily lives, with wearing a mask in public becoming the 

new “norm.” It’s about protecting our community and rooting out disease. Individuals should 

wear a mask during the COVID-19 pandemic so that our fellow Americans can remain strong, 

free of sickness, and not infected by the foreign virus.  

Control Statement  

The COVID-19 pandemic has undeniably changed the way we live our lives. Mask mandates 

have presented a new addition to our daily lives, with wearing a mask in public becoming the 

new “norm.” Individuals should wear a mask during the COVID-19 pandemic, as infection 

continues to spread.  
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Appendix D 

Message Evaluation 

How persuasive is this message to you? 

1 2 3 

Not persuasive at all Somewhat persuasive Extremely persuasive 

 
How convincing do you think this message is? 

1 2 3 

Not at all convincing Somewhat convincing Extremely convincing 

 
How effectively do you think this message makes its point? 

1 2 3 

Did not at all make its point 
effectively  

Made its point somewhat 
effectively 

Made its point extremely 
effectively 

 
Based off of the prompt you read regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, how often do you intend 
to wear a mask? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Never Seldom Sometimes Often All the time  

 
To what extend do you support or oppose a nationwide mask mandate in the United States? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Strongly 
oppose 

Somewhat 
oppose 

Slightly 
oppose 

Neutral Slightly 
support 

Somewhat 
support 

Strongly 
support 

 
What points did the message you read regarding COVID-19 focus on? Choose the best option.  

a. Fairness and caring 
b. Protecting our community and rooting out disease 
c. The spread of infection for COVID-19  
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Figure 1 

Message Evaluation  

 

Note. The figure above shows the message evaluation split by message type and political 

ideology.  
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Category 1:	Research	conducted	in	established	or	commonly	accepted	
educational	settings,	that	specifically	involves	normal	educations	practices	that	
are	not	likely	to	adversely	impact	students'	opportunity	to	learn	required	
educational	content	or	the	assessment	of	educators	who	provide	instruction.	
This	includes	most	research	on	regular	and	special	education	instructional	
strategies,	and	research	on	the	effectiveness	of	or	the	comparison	among	
instructional	techniques,	curricula,	or	classroom	management	methods.	

x		

Category 2:	Research	that	only	includes	interactions	involving	educational	test	
(cognitive,	diagnostic,	aptitude,	achievement),	survey	procedures,	interview	
procedures,	or	observation	of	public	behavior	(including	visual	or	auditory	
recording)	if	at	least	one	of	the	following	criteria	is	met:	(i)	The	information	
obtained	is	recorded	by	the	investigator	in	such	a	manner	that	the	identity	of	the	
human	subjects	cannot	readily	be	ascertained,	directly	or	through	identifiers	
linked	to	the	subjects;	(ii)	Any	disclosure	of	the	human	subjects'	responses	
outside	

	 the	research	would	not	reasonably	place	the	subjects	at	risk	of	criminal	or	civil	
liability	or	be	damaging	to	the	subjects'	financial	standing,	employability,	
educational	advancement,	or	reputation;	or	(iii)	The	information	obtained	is	
recorded	by	the	investigator	in	such	a	manner	that	the	identity	of	the	humans	
subjects	can	readily	be	ascertained,	directly	or	through	identifiers	linked	to	the	
subjects,	and	an	IRB	conducts	a	limited	IRB	review	to	make	the	determination	
required	by	46.111(a)(7).	

		

Category 3:	Research	involving	benign	behavioral	interventions	in	conjunction	
with	the	collection	of	information	from	an	adult	subject	through	verbal	or	
written	responses	(including	data	entry)	or	audiovisual	recording	if	the	subject	
prospectively	agrees	to	the	intervention	and	information	collection	and	at	least	
one	of	the	following	criteria	is	met:	(A)	The	information	obtained	is	recorded	by	
the	investigator	in	such	a	manner	that	the	identity	of	human	subjects	cannot	be	
readily	ascertained,	directly	or	through	identifiers	linked	to	the	subjects;	(B)	
Any	disclosure	of	the	human	subjects'	responses	outside	the	research	would	not	
reasonably	place	the	subjects	at	risk	of	criminal	or	civil	liability	or	be	damaging	
to	the	subjects'	financial	standing,	employability,	educational	advancement,	or	
reputation;	or	(C)	The	information	obtained	is	recorded	by	the	investigator	in	
such	a	manner	that	the	identity	of	the	human	subjects	can	be	readily	
ascertained,	directly	or	through	identifiers	linked	to	the	subjects,	and	an	IRB	
conducts	a	limited	IRB	review	to	make	the	determination	required	by	
46.111(a)(7).	

		 Category 4:	Secondary	research	for	which	consent	is	not	required.	
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Category 5:	Research	and	demonstration	projects	that	are	conducted	or	
supported	by	a	Federal	department	or	agency,	or	otherwise	subject	to	the	
approval	of	department	or	agency	heads,	and	that	are	designed	to	study,	
evaluate,	improve,	or	otherwise	examine	public	benefit	or	service	programs,	
including	procedures	for	obtaining	benefits	or	services	under	those	programs,	
possible	changes	in	or	alternatives	to	those	programs	or	procedures,	or	possible	
changes	in	methods	or	levels	of	payment	for	benefits	or	services	under	those	
programs.	

		

Category 6:	Taste	and	food	quality	evaluation	and	consumer	acceptance	studies,	
(i)	if	wholesome	foods	without	additives	are	consumed	or	(ii)	if	a	food	is	
consumed	that	contains	a	food	ingredient	at	or	below	the	level	found	to	be	safe,	
by	the	Food	and	Drug	Administration	or	approved	by	the	Environmental	
Protection	Agency	or	the	Food	Safety	and	Inspection	Service	of	the	U.S.	
Department	of	Agriculture.	

		

Category 7:	Storage	or	maintenance	for	secondary	research	for	which	broad	
consent	is	required:	Storage	or	maintenance	of	identifiable	private	
information	or	identifiable	biospecimens	for	potential	secondary	research	use	
if	an	IRB	conducts	a	limited	IRB	review	and	makes	the	determinations	
required	by	46.111(a)(8).	

		

Category 8:	Secondary	research	for	which	broad	consent	is	required:	Research	
involving	the	use	of	identifiable	private	information	or	identifiable	biospecimens	
for	secondary	research	use,	if	the	following	criteria	are	met:	(1)Broad	consent	
for	the	storage,	maintenance,	and	secondary	research	use	of	the	identifiable	
private	information	or	identifiable	biospecimens	was	obtained	in	accordance	
with	§46.116(a)(1)	through	(4),	(a)(6),	and	(d);	(2)	Documentation	of	informed	
consent	or	waiver	of	documentation	of	consent	was	obtained	in	accordance	with	
§46.117;	and	(3)	An	IRB	conducts	a	limited	IRB	review	and	makes	the	
determination	required	by	§46.111(a)(7)	and	makes	the	determination	that	the	
research	to	be	conducted	is	within	the	scope	of	the	broad	consent	referenced	in	
paragraph	(d)(8)(i)	of	this	section;	and	(iv)	The	investigator	does	not	include	
returning	individual	research	results	to	participants	as	part	of	the	study	plan.	
Note:	This	provision	does	not	prevent	an	investigator	from	abiding	by	any	legal	
requirements	to	return	individual	research	results.	
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Ball State Specific Exempt Categories 

		

Category 10:	Research	involving	BSU	students	who	are	under	18	but	have	legal	
authority	over	their	FERPA	protected	information.	Only	studies	that	fall	into	
another	exempt	category	except	for	sampling	from	BSU	students	who	are	under	
18	can	be	considered	exempt	in	this	category.	

  

Editorial Notes: 

1. approved. 

While your project does not require continuing review, it is the responsibility of the P.I. (and, if 
applicable, faculty supervisor) to inform the IRB if the procedures presented in this protocol are 
to be modified or if problems related to human research participants arise in connection with this 
project. Any procedural modifications must be evaluated by the IRB before being implemented, as 
some modifications may change the review status of this project. Please contact Sena Lim at 
(765)285-5034 or slim2@bsu.edu if you are unsure whether your proposed modification 
requires review or have any questions. Proposed modifications should be addressed in writing 

and submitted electronically to the IRBNet as a "Modification/Amendment" for review. Please 
reference your IRB protocol number 1696194-1 in any communication to the IRB regarding this 
project. 

In the case of an adverse event and/or unanticipated problem, you will need to submit written 
documentation of the event to IRBNet under this protocol number and you will need to directly 
notify the Office of Research Integrity (http://www.bsu.edu/irb) within 5 business days.  If you 
have questions, please contact Sena Lim at (765)285-5034 or slim2@bsu.edu. 

Reminder: Even though your study is exempt from the relevant federal regulations of the 
Common Rule (45 CFR 46, subpart A), Ball State has elected to hold you accountable to these 
regulations to encourage best research practices. You and your research team are not exempt 
from ethical research practices and should therefore employ all protections for your participants 
and their data which are appropriate to your project. 
 

	

Category 9:	Research	involving	publicly	observable	online	behavior.	Any	online	
behavior	that	requires	a	person's	permission	to	access	is	considered	private	
and	does	not	fall	under	this	category.	Information	that	cannot	be	accessed	by	
the	general	population	would	also	be	considered	private.	


